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ABSTRACT: Bacteria are important examples of active or selfpropelled colloids. Because of their directed motion, they
accumulate near interfaces. There, they can become trapped and
swim adjacent to the interface via hydrodynamic interactions, or
they can adsorb directly and swim in an adhered state with
complex trajectories that diﬀer from those in bulk in both form and
spatiotemporal implications. We have adopted the monotrichous
bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA01 as a model species and
have studied its motion at oil−aqueous interfaces. We have
identiﬁed conditions in which bacteria swim persistently without
restructuring the interface, allowing detailed and prolonged study
of their motion. In addition to characterizing the ensemble
behavior of the bacteria, we have observed a gallery of distinct trajectories of individual swimmers on and near ﬂuid interfaces. We
attribute these diverse swimming behaviors to diﬀering trapped states for the bacteria in the ﬂuid interface. These trajectory types
include Brownian diﬀusive paths for passive adsorbed bacteria, curvilinear trajectories including curly paths with radii of curvature
larger than the cell body length, and rapid pirouette motions with radii of curvature comparable to the cell body length. Finally, we
see interfacial visitors that come and go from the interfacial plane. We characterize these individual swimmer motions. This work
may impact nutrient cycles for bacteria on or near interfaces in nature. This work will also have implications in microrobotics, as
active colloids in general and bacteria in particular are used to carry cargo in this burgeoning ﬁeld. Finally, these results have
implications in engineering of active surfaces that exploit interfacially trapped self-propelled colloids.

■

INTRODUCTION
Understanding the motion of bacteria has clear implications in
biology; motile bacteria play important roles in bacteria
translocation, and their interactions with boundaries have
broad implications in their ability to seed new communities
and to form protective bioﬁlms. Bacteria are also excellent
examples of self-propelled or active colloids. Too small to be
inﬂuenced by gravitational forces, these microbes consume fuel
to swim. Other examples of active colloids include broad
ranges of catalytically driven colloids including Janus beads,
multicomponent nanorods,1 and enzymatically driven colloids.2 Bacteria can also attach to objects and shuttle them
about as cargo.3 This phenomenon is of recent interest in
microrobotics,4−10 where bacteria laden with cargo are studied
as functional microbiohybrids. The swimmers themselves, or
their cargo, can be functional structures or loaded with
molecules for release. Studies of transport phenomena of
bacteria suspensions inform such applications. While near-ﬁeld
eﬀects alter details of motion, all active colloids obey similar
hydrodynamic descriptions in the far ﬁeld, and so studies of
swimming bacteria have broad and general signiﬁcance for all
active colloids. To motivate our work, we brieﬂy review
relevant literature.
Structure of Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Its
Swimming Behavior. We study Pseudomonas aeruginosa
© XXXX American Chemical Society

PA01 trapped near or on the planar interfaces of aqueous
suspension and hexadecane. We have found that when the
aqueous phase contains Tris buﬀer, these bacteria can swim for
hours without signiﬁcantly restructuring the interface, allowing
detailed and prolonged observation of their motion. P.
aeruginosa PA01 are monotrichous bacteria, propelled by a
single ﬂagellum. These bacteria have weakly elongated cell
bodies of ∼1 μm long with a single ﬂagellum being 5−10 μm
in length. The single ﬂagellum of P. aeruginosa is located at the
pole at one end of the cell body.11 In general, the bacterial
ﬂagellum consists of a cell-envelope-embedded motor, a hook,
and a helical ﬁlament. These parts work as a reversible rotary
motor, a universal joint, and a propeller, respectively.12
Flagellar motion is powered by an ion ﬂux. The hook
connecting the ﬂagellum and cell body is an elastic protein,
whose bending stiﬀness is ∼0.2 pN.13,14 The morphological
details of P. aeruginosa are also known; the left handed helical
ﬁlament has a diameter of ∼20 nm and an amplitude of ∼0.5
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μm. The poles of their bodies are decorated with type IV pili,
retractable, ﬂexible ﬁlaments that are ∼1 μm long and ∼5.2 nm
in diameter.15,16 P. aeruginosa are Gram-negative bacteria with
two cell envelope membranes whose functions are also well
characterized. Certain aspects of their colloidal interactions are
also understood. For example, the zeta potential of the cell is
∼9 mV in saline.17
An important feature of P. aeruginosa bacteria is their ability
to switch between “pusher” or “puller” modes of swimming,
which result in extensile or contractile ﬂow along the axis of
swimming, respectively. In either mode, they are eﬃcient
swimmers, moving at velocities in excess of 10 body lengths
per second at Reynolds numbers Re ∼ 1 × 10−4. Here, Re ≡
Ua/ν, where U ∼ 10 μm/s is the characteristic velocity of the
bacterium, a ∼ 1 μm is its characteristic length, and ν ≈ 1 ×
10−6 μm2/s is the characteristic kinematic viscosity of water.
Since Re ≪ 1, inertia can be neglected when considering their
motion. In pusher mode, the ﬂagellum rotates in the
counterclockwise (CCW) direction, generating thrust to
propel the bacterium forward. The thrust is counterbalanced
by viscous drag on the cell body. Furthermore, the cell body
rotates in the opposite sense of the ﬂagellum to balance
hydrodynamic torque. This is the pusher mode, with leading
order hydrodynamic multipole being a force dipole or stresslet.
This function determines the form of the velocity ﬁeld in the
far ﬁeld. Pushers have ﬂow directed away from the bacterium
along its direction of motion and toward the bacterium along
its sides, whereas in the puller mode the sense of ﬂagellar
rotation is reversed. Fluid is instead drawn toward the
bacterium, reversing the translation direction and generating
a stresslet with opposite sign. In bulk, P. aeruginosa change
from pusher to puller mode with random, symmetric
distributions of transit times (durations of pusher and puller
mode subtrajectories). Speeds are also symmetric, reﬂecting
the unbiased regulation of the ﬂagellar motor.18,19 There is a
signature pause when changing between pusher and puller
modes that allows switching events to be clearly identiﬁed.
Monotrichous bacteria ﬂagella can also bend and ﬂick,
increasing the complexity of cell motions.20−22
Bacteria as Model Active Colloids. The reader is
referred to recent review articles on active colloids for a
more global discussion.1,23 Broadly, the ﬁeld of active colloids
has grown from two communities. One body of work focused
on studies of individual swimmers to understand the
implications of hydrodynamics in biology; see, for example,
refs 24 and 25. Another body of research was spurred by
seminal work26 in which interactions of bacteria and passive
colloids in suspension were studied. The random motion of
tracers was reminiscent of thermal motion, but not subject to
the equipartition theorem fundamental to statistical behavior
of equilibrium systems.
There has since been explosive interest in this domain,
including the hydrodynamics of individual swimmers,27−33
their collective behaviors, and their ability to form
structures.25,34−46 In bulk ﬂuids, ensembles of bacteria interact
with each other,47 or with passive colloids,26 to form colloidal
suspensions with enhanced eﬀective diﬀusivities determined in
part by their active propulsion and in part by thermal
interactions. The active part of this eﬀective diﬀusive motion
relies on the swimmers moving along trajectories with random
directional reorientation events. After many such events, the
active colloid motion resembles a random walk, with meansquared displacements (MSD) with eﬀective diﬀusivities that
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are orders of magnitude greater than those from thermal
motion. New phenomena have been revealed including
nonequilibrium phase separations,48−51 negative suspension
viscosities,52 and rheotaxis, in which active colloids swim
against53,54 or normal55,56 to prevailing ﬂows. Eﬀective
transport in active suspensions has been characterized,
including the aforementioned eﬀective diﬀusivities or collective
motion,57,58 to name but a few of the important avenues of
research.
Because of their polarized motion, active colloids, including
bacteria, accumulate near boundaries.59,60 Bacteria can also
interact hydrodynamically and sterically with solid boundaries
and swim adjacent to them in persistent motions.61−64
Furthermore, bacteria can adsorb onto boundaries. On solid
surfaces, such adsorption prevents their translation. In spite of
this constraint, adsorption provides interesting opportunities
for solid surface engineering. Direct adhesion of bacteria to
solid surfaces, for example, by ﬂagella or pili, has been
reported, resulting in bacteria that rotate around a ﬁxed point
tracing paths with curvatures and form related to their adhered
state.18,65−67 Bacteria can also form structures inﬂuenced by
adhesion; for example, in an adhered state, the polar ﬂagellar
ﬁlament can execute a polymorphic change into a spiral-like
state that wraps around the cell body.68 Flagellated bacteria
adhered to solid surfaces have been studied as active carpets
that promote mixing.69−71 In simulation, such active carpets
are predicted to generate spatiotemporal patterns with
signiﬁcant coherent ﬂows and associated nutrient ﬂuxes toward
the surface.69 Adsorption at ﬂuid interfaces also presents
interesting possibilities. Fluid interfaces are mobile, so
adsorption does not prevent translation. Adsorbed bacteria
can swim along the interface, an important degree of freedom.
However, adsorption to a ﬂuid interface does constrain
bacteria motion in important ways. These constraints give
rise to diﬀerent swimming modalities that we explore in this
paper. Bacteria can also restructure boundaries by forming
bioﬁlms on solid surfaces72−81 or ﬁlms of bacteria at ﬂuid
interfaces,82−84 a phenomenon we have studied in prior
research. We do not consider such restructuring here, as we
have identiﬁed settings in which this does not occur, allowing
us to focus on motile bacteria.
Bacteria Swimming near Solid Boundaries. Bacteria
swimming adjacent to solid boundaries have been extensively
studied. Bacteria interact with boundaries via hydrodynamic27,59,85,86 and steric interactions.30,61−63,87,88 Pullers accumulate near solid surfaces because of their polarized motion,59−61,89 with stable orientation perpendicular to the
surface.27 Their fate depends on the angle with respect to
the surface and the orientation of their cell body.27,61,90 Pullers
with cell bodies oriented away from the surface can pull
themselves onto the surface, promoting adhesion, while pullers
with cell bodies oriented toward the surface can be pulled
away. Pushers swim and accumulate adjacent to solid surfaces
and remain in planes adjacent to the surface,30,59,85−87,91 a
phenomenon referred to as trapping. Such trapping near solid
surfaces has been attributed to steric87 and hydrodynamic
interactions.59 Hydrodynamic interactions also cause pushers
to reorient parallel to the surface59,85,86 in persistent circular
swimming paths.91−94 These curvilinear paths can be understood in terms of the drag asymmetry introduced by the solid
boundary. Surfaces of the ﬂagellum and cell body closer to the
solid boundary experience greater drag. Since the ﬂagellum and
body rotate in opposite directions, they generate a force couple
B
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Figure 1. Schematic of the experiment and ensemble behavior of Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA01. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. (b) Top
view of the interface between bacterial suspension and hexadecane. Half of the ﬁeld of view is shown. Black ellipsoids represent the bacteria. (c)
Individual bacteria trajectories are shown only over a 20 s time span for clarity. Four distinct trajectory types are identiﬁed. Active motions include
(i) interfacial visitors and two types of persistent circular motions including (ii) pirouettes and (iii) curly trajectories. A fourth trajectory type (iv),
inert Brownian diﬀusive bacteria, is also present. Scale bar is 20 μm. Inset: ensemble mean-squared displacement (eMSD) of all bacteria.

or opposing lateral forces on the ﬂagellum and cell body. This
generates a torque that rotates the bacterium clockwise (CW),
resulting in circular paths in planes parallel to the boundary.
Hydrodynamic interactions with the boundary increase
swimming speed parallel to the surface91,95 and retard
velocities perpendicular to the surface.62
Bacteria are also subject to thermal Brownian motion which
is coupled to active swimming. For example, diﬀusive changes
in the bacteria’s orientation and distance from the boundary
can signiﬁcantly alter the swimming speed and radius of
curvature of the swimming trajectory.88 From far-ﬁeld
hydrodynamic considerations, pushers are expected to be
attracted toward boundaries and align parallel to them and
pullers are predicted to align perpendicular to the boundary
and thus either dive toward it or escape. Near solids, pushers
are expected to swim in CW circles and pullers in CCW circles.
However, near-ﬁeld and physicochemical interactions with
solids can change this scenario, as revealed in a study
comparing pushers to pullers.89 For example, monotrichous
bacteria near solid surfaces have an asymmetric swimming
pattern, with straighter paths during “runs” and more curved
paths in “reverse”. Moreover, on average, near boundaries,
backward swimming is faster than forward swimming.88,89,96−98
Furthermore, while hydrodynamic interactions are predicted to
trap pushers, a pusher bacterium (Vibrio alginolyticus
NMB136) was able to escape from solid surfaces more
eﬀectively than a puller bacterium (Vibrio alginolyticus
NMB102).89 In this study, the pushers changed their
inclination angle with respect to the solid surface and moved
away, whereas the pullers “backed up” and collided with the
solid surface, becoming trapped by adsorption of their
ﬂagellum.
Changes in swimmer motion near boundaries also modify
transport and eﬀective diﬀusion processes, which depend on
trajectory velocity, reorientation time scales, and thermal
diﬀusion,99,100 all of which are altered by boundaries. Analyses
of MSD of swimmers near solid boundaries with particular
persistent trajectory types, for example, runs and reversals,101,102 indeed demonstrate strong dependence of eﬀective
diﬀusion processes on the details of the trajectories. Hydrodynamic analyses also predict enhanced tracer diﬀusion with

respect to the bulk at intermediate distances from a solid wall
due to the symmetry-breaking inﬂuence of hydrodynamic
images.103 Finally, bacteria near solid surfaces can form
elaborate self-organized structures. For example, surface
associated, perpendicularly aligned Thiovulum majus generates
a “tornado-like” ﬂow and interacts hydrodynamically with
neighboring bacteria to form an assembly of bacteria with
crystalline order.104,105 An analysis of this perpendicular
alignment reveals that this surface bound state is stable only
for bacteria possessing ﬂagella shorter than a critical length.106
Many of these interactions are not limited to bacteria and have
been observed for chemically driven artiﬁcial Janus swimmers
as well. For example, hydrodynamic interactions contribute to
guided motion of self-diﬀusiophoretic colloidal probes along
the no-slip boundaries.107,108
Bacteria Swimming near Fluid Interfaces. The
literature for bacteria swimming near ﬂuid interfaces is less
developed. Adjacent to ﬂuid interfaces, bacteria also swim in
circular paths. CCW circular paths have been observed for
pushers near free surfaces or air−aqueous interface,109 with
their cell body tilted toward the interface.110 Drag asymmetry
arguments like those for bacteria near solid boundaries,
amended to note the weak dissipation in the air phase, may
explain the bacteria’s circular, CCW paths at free surfaces.
Surfactants or adsorbed proteins alter interface mobility and
change this sense of rotation. For example, both CW and
CCW motions occur for pushers at heterogeneous free
surfaces111 partially covered with surfactant, and a reversal
from CCW to CW rotation occurs on interfaces with adsorbed
protein layers.112 Synthetic catalytic swimmers113−115 also
follow complex paths at interfaces, with enhanced motion
being attributed to the adhesion state biasing the propulsion
mechanism. Circular motions, promoted either by the shape of
the Janus caps or of the swimmers themselves, have also been
reported at interfaces.116,117 Multiﬂagellated bacteria have been
reported to adsorb at interfaces in near vertical alignments to
generate 3D ﬂow ﬁelds with radially directed ﬂow in the
interface adjacent to the swimmer that promotes cluster
formation.118 In prior work, we reported curvilinear paths with
diﬀerent radii of curvature for colloids at interfaces carried as
cargo by adhered bacteria3 and for the bacteria themselves
C
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We follow the trajectory of the centroid to deﬁne the path or
trajectory of the individual swimmer. A sample of trajectories is shown
in Figure 1c for the time span of 20 s. We focus on extracting
information from individual trajectories over time t and, where
relevant, lag time τ.
The instantaneous orientation of bacteria, ϕ ∈ (−π/2, π/2], is
deﬁned as the angle between the body axis and x-axis of the interface;
the range of ϕ in calculation of the orientation is limited because the
body axis is a headless vector. From this angle, the instantaneous
rotational angular velocity is calculated as Ω = (ϕ(t + Δt) − ϕ(t))/
Δt. For some trajectories, the rotational autocorrelation function,
AR(τ) = ⟨Ω(t + τ) Ω(t)⟩t/⟨Ω2(t)⟩t, is used to characterize rotational
motion in the interface, where Ω is assumed to be stationary. The
swimming direction is also extracted for each time step and used to
calculate the directional autocorrelation function at a given lag time;
AD(τ) = ⟨n(t + τ)·n(t)⟩t, where n = (nx, ny) is the unit vector in the
direction of the swimming velocity between two frames. To calculate
path curvature at each time step, the trajectories are smoothed using a
third-order Savitztky−Golay ﬁlter with a window size of 25 frames.
The swimming direction, ϕs ∈ (−π, π], is deﬁned as the angle
between bacterial velocity vector and the ﬁxed x-axis. The swimming
speed is calculated as a function of time for individual trajectories
according to v = |r(t + Δt) − r(t)|/Δt, where the position vector at
each frame is r(t) = (x(t), y(t)). The trajectory curvature is calculated
as κ = −[r′(t) × r″(t)]·ez/|r′(t)|3, where primes indicate derivatives
with respect to time t and ez is the unit vector in the z direction. The
center of curvature of the curvilinear path (xc, yc) is calculated based
on the curvature κ and swimming direction at each frame, with xc = x
− ny/κ and yc = y + nx/κ.
Switching events between pusher and puller modes are
distinguished using two criteria, a concomitant rapid change of
trajectory curvature and a low instantaneous speed (<5 μm/s). Each
single trajectory is divided into clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise
(CCW) segments according to the median curvature of each segment.
Throughout this study, the rotational sense, that is, CCW or CW, is
deﬁned with respect to the ﬂuid interface when viewed from the water
side. The mean-squared displacement (MSD), deﬁned as the average
of the squared displacements at lag time τ over the course of the
trajectory ⟨Δr2(τ)⟩ = ⟨(r(t + τ) − r(t))2⟩t, is calculated to characterize
the translational motion of the bacteria. The mean-squared angular
displacements (MSAD), deﬁned as ⟨Δϕ2(τ)⟩ = ⟨(ϕ(t + τ) − ϕ(t))2⟩t,
is also calculated to characterize the rotational motion of the bacteria.
To eliminate the discontinuities in angles near ±π/2, we calculate the
bounded MSAD using the absolute value of orientation angle. Thus,
ϕ is limited to (0, π/2), and the bounded MSAD follows a stretched
exponential function124

adhered to the interface. These motions are attributed to
modes associated with nonuniform propulsion mechanisms,
colloid shape, or adhesion state. Such nonuniform propulsion
mechanisms are known to generate helical trajectories in
bulk.5,8,119−122 Ensembles of active Janus beads have also been
studied at ﬂuid interfaces to explore concepts of swim pressure;
particle distributions were studied in acoustic traps adjacent to
ﬂuid interfaces and obey predicted population dynamics.45
In this study, we study the trajectories of bacteria at the
interface of hexadecane with an aqueous suspension of bacteria
at relatively dilute bacterial surface concentrations. We observe
several distinct swimming modes and characterize these modes
in terms of the statistical properties of their trajectories. We
hypothesize that diﬀerent categories of trajectories correspond
to diﬀerent adsorbed states of the bacteria and discuss inferred
adsorbed conﬁgurations. We also report behaviors at free
surfaces and at silicone oil interfaces of varying viscosity.

■
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Bacteria Suspension Preparation. P. aeruginosa PA01 wild type
and ΔpilC are inoculated and cultured in 10 mL of lysogeny broth
(LB) using a 50 mL conical ﬂask with a porous cap. The cultures are
placed on a tabletop shaker at 250 rpm at 37.0 °C for 17 h. They were
then centrifuged at 3500 rpm for 10 min. After centrifugation, the
sediment is washed and resuspended with Tris-based motility medium
(50 mM Tris-HCl, pH = 7.5, 5 mM MgCl2, 5 mM glucose, 200 mM
NaCl, and 100 mM KCl). This centrifugation and resuspension
process is repeated twice to prepare a bacteria suspension. The cell
concentration is determined by optical density measurements at 630
nm using an Inﬁnite 200 PRO instrument. The optical density for our
experiments was set to be 0.05. A cylindrical vessel with an inner
diameter of 1 cm is covered with a glass coverslip at the bottom and
sealed with vacuum grease (Figure 1a). The bottom half of the
cylinder is aluminum, and the top half is Teﬂon. These two parts
intersect in the middle and pin the interface, thus creating a planar
oil−water interface. The aqueous bacteria suspension of approximately 115 μL is placed in the bottom of the vessel, and 500 μL of
hexadecane is then pipeted into the vessel to form an oil−water
interface. We also varied the viscosity of the nonaqueous phase, using
air to give a nearly vanishing viscosity ratio and diﬀerent silicone oils
to yield viscosity ratios between 1 and 300. Experimental methods
remain the same for silicone oil experiments.
Imaging. The bacteria motion is imaged using an upright
microscope (Zeiss AxioImager M1m) in bright ﬁeld with 50×magniﬁcation. The videos are recorded by a high-speed camera at 61
frames per second. We calculate the background noise by averaging
over all frames in the video and subtract that noise from the original
images (Figure 1b). Bacteria on the interface appear as ellipsoidal
dark regions with an area of approximately 2 μm2, while bacteria
adjacent to the interface appear white as they are out of the interfacial
plane. Bacteria that remain dark in color throughout the observation
time (up to 1 min) are inferred to be adhered to the interface. We
deﬁne the oil−water interface as the x−y plane, where the x-axis is the
horizontal direction of the image. The coordinate z is deﬁned
downward into the ﬂuid.
Cell Tracking and Analysis. To extract information about the
cell body, the microscopic images are further processed using Otsu
thresholding to locate the features and are analyzed using the open
software Python regionprops function to extract properties of their
ellipsoidal shape. The input images are transformed into an (N, M)
array with the featured pixels labeled as value 1 and the rest labeled as
value 0. The aspect ratio of this ellipse γ is calculated as the length (in
pixels) of the major axis of the ellipse divided by the length (in pixels)
of the minor axis of the ellipse.
Bacteria trajectories are extracted using a custom Python
implementation of the Crocker−Grier multiple-particle tracking
algorithm.123 Here, we deﬁned the cell body axis as the major axis
of the ellipse. We ﬁnd the centroid of the ellipse around the cell body.
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where ξ = 0.968 and ς = 0.962 are stretched exponential parameters
(see Supporting Information SI1) and εϕ is the static noise in the
orientation. The asymptotic value of the bounded MSAD can be
determined based on the probability distribution of ϕ. Since, after
randomly diﬀusing for a long time, ϕ is uniformly distributed between
0 and π/2 and P(ϕ; t → ∞) = 2/π; thus,
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■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results for PA01 are presented at Tris buﬀer suspension−
hexadecane interfaces for dilute systems, with 0.005 bacteria/
μm2, corresponding to a fractional surface coverage of 0.0075.
D
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Figure 2. Four distinct behaviors are observed on or adjacent to the interface. Individual trajectories are sorted based on their trajectory types and
plotted separately with (a) interfacial visitors, (b) Brownian diﬀusive motion, (c) pirouette motion, and (d) curly motion. Scale bars are 20 μm. (e)
Population ratio of each trajectory type remains roughly ﬁxed after 3 h of observation. Colors for each trajectory types are stated in the legend for
(g), except for pink, which represents clustered bacteria. Numbers on top: total number of trajectories. (f) Speed of curly motion remains the same
during the observation time. (g) Ensemble mean-squared displacement for each trajectory type. Black lines are guides for the eye for pure diﬀusive
and ballistic motions.

from the behavior obtained by averaging over the entire
population; these diﬀerent forms suggest that these trajectories
have diﬀering underlying physics. We delve into the
mechanisms for these behaviors below by considering ﬁrst
paths for individual swimmers, identifying essential signatures
in the individual paths and ensembles of each trajectory type,
and proposing mechanisms.
Distinct Trajectory Types. We have observed distinct
trajectory types for individual swimmers which we enumerate
here. Interfacial visitors do not remain in the plane of the
interface (Figure 2a), while we infer that the remaining three
types are adsorbed as they remain in the interfacial plane over
typical observation times of 60 s. The motions of these
adsorbed microbes include bacteria moving by Brownian
diﬀusion (Figure 2b), similar to inert colloids, and two distinct
curvilinear swimming behaviors which we term pirouettes
(Figure 2c) and curly motions (Figure 2d). The population
ratio of each trajectory type (Figure 2e) and the speed of curly
motion (Figure 2f) remain roughly unchanged over an
observation time of several hours, suggesting stable trapping
of the swimming bacteria in distinct conﬁgurations. As noted
in the Introduction, the Reynolds number characterizing the
importance of inertial to viscous momentum transport is

For this system, the ratio of oil to aqueous phase viscosity is
λ = μo/μw = 3. We study this relatively dilute system to capture
individual trajectories and reduce the eﬀects of interactions
between neighboring bacteria. The ensemble mean-squared
displacement (eMSD) of all bacteria, shown in the inset to
Figure 1c, shows similar behavior as active swimmers in a 2D
ﬁlm or passive colloids at the interface of an active bath. The
ensemble of bacteria moves ballistically for lag times of ∼0.4 s.
The relatively long time for this ballistic motion indicates the
active motion in the interface. The ensemble of bacteria then
moves diﬀusively, as expected after multiple randomizing
events in the interface. Furthermore, as expected, the active
nature of the system is apparent in eﬀective diﬀusivities that
are far larger than Brownian diﬀusivities for micrometer scale
objects. At the interface, the eﬀective diﬀusivity for ensembles
of bacteria, determined from the diﬀusive regime of eMSD, is
13.25 μm2/s, 2 orders of magnitude greater than the diﬀusivity
of a passive colloid with a similar size to the cell body. While
the eMSD has important expected signatures, averaging over
the ensemble of the swimmers misses important behaviors that
are revealed by considering individual trajectories. Such
scrutiny reveals four distinct characteristic motions. The
ensemble behavior of each trajectory type diﬀers signiﬁcantly
E
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Figure 3. Representative trajectory of an interfacial visitor. (a) Schematic of the image formation based on the distance of cells from the specimen
plane. Bacteria appear as sharp, dark spots when in focus and as bright, blurry spots when out of focus. Example images of a bacterium with various
intensities are shown to illustrate changes in height of approximately 5 μm. (b) The 2D projection of a typical 3D path of an interfacial visitor,
colored by pixel intensity of the bacterial image.

near boundaries, with rotation sense depending on whether the
boundary is a solid surface, a free surface, or a surfactant laden
interface.64,92,109,111,112 Furthermore, hydrodynamic analysis
predicts that the rotational sense is a function of the swimming
mode, ﬂuid properties, and bacterium shape.125 For a model
bacterium swimming near a ﬂuid−ﬂuid interface with viscosity
ratio λ, the hydrodynamically induced rotational velocity is
predicted to be125

negligible in this system, so viscous eﬀects dominate for
swimming bacteria. For bacteria adhered to or swimming
adjacent to ﬂuid interfaces, viscous stresses from bacteria
motion are far less than stresses related to surface tension that
resist interfacial deformation. This comparison is captured by
the capillary number Ca = μU/σ, where μ is the characteristic
viscosity of the system and σ is the interfacial tension. For our
system, Ca ≈ 10−5, so the viscous stresses generated by
swimming bacteria cannot distort the interface.
Interfacial Visitors. Interfacial visitors comprise 10−20%
of the population of observed swimmer trajectories (Figure
2e). These bacteria are not adhered but swim toward and away
from the interface, changing their heights by several micrometers, as evidenced by repeated changes in grayscale from
dark to white to dark again over the course of observation
(Figure 3a). Therefore, the trajectories measured by optical
microscopy are 2D projections of complex 3D paths (Figure
3b). Bacteria that swim adjacent to the interface do not remain
in the interfacial plane for prolonged periods of time. For
example, we observe the interface for a 60 s time span. Visitors
remain adjacent to the interface, as evidenced by the darkness
of their cell bodies, for as long as 10 s with a mean duration of
3 s.
The visitor’s paths are weakly curvilinear, often switching
between CW and CCW. These switches are often associated
with changes between pusher and puller propulsion modes and
hence coincide with changes in the bacterium’s direction of
propulsion. Examining many visitor trajectories, we observe
that switching events often precede bacterial escape from the
interface (Figure S2a), but switching can also occur with no
change of distance from the interface (Figure S2b).
Furthermore, bacteria can change their distance from the
interface without switching modes at all (Figure S2c). We also
probed whether time spent at a ﬁxed distance from the
interface depends strongly on CW versus CCW swimming;
bacteria in both modes are observed to remain adjacent to the
interface, (i.e., with black cell bodies) for durations of seconds,
as shown in Movie SI_V1 in the Supporting Information and
in the trajectory reported in Figure S2b.
Recall that hydrodynamic analysis predicts that pushers
should be attracted to boundaries,59 whereas pullers are
expected to crash into walls owing to their polarized motions.
In experiment, persistent curvilinear paths are often reported

Ωind
z =

q ijj γ *2 − 1
3
1 − λ yzz
+
z
j
4j
2
256π μz jk γ * + 1
1 + λ zz{

(3)

where q is the strength of the rotlet dipole (positive for pushers
and negative for pullers) and γ* is the eﬀective total aspect
ratio of the cell (including the ﬂagellum). For our system, λ = 3
and γ* > λ1/2; thus, the model predicts CCW rotation for
pusher mode and CW for puller mode. In this analysis, the
predicted sign of the curvature is independent of the distance
from the interface. However, our data, which is obtained within
body lengths of the interface, show an intriguing depthdependence on curvature direction. We ﬁnd that visitors can
swim along “S” shaped trajectories as shown in Figure 3b
(Movie SI_V2 in the Supporting Information). That is,
trajectory curvature changes from CW to CCW curvatures
without a corresponding change in swimming direction or
switch between swimming modes. Such changes in trajectory
curvature near the interface might be related to a transition
from far-ﬁeld-dominated to near-ﬁeld-dominated hydrodynamic interactions. Equation 3 is based on a far-ﬁeld “point
swimmer” model and thus may not capture near-ﬁeld eﬀects.
These observations should spur future research in the ﬁeld.
The path and swimming characteristics of visitor trajectories
clearly reveal that these bacteria are not adhered to the
interface and move with signiﬁcant speeds over the time of
observation. Interfacial visitors move ballistically, along
relatively straight paths (κ < 0.1 μm−1) with maximum speeds
in excess of 40 μm/s and a median swim speed of 27.2 ± 7.21
μm/s. The absence of a diﬀusive regime in the eMSD of
visitors shown in Figure 2g indicates that randomizing events
are insigniﬁcant for these swimmers when they are close to the
interface.
Brownian Diﬀusive Bacteria. Roughly 30% of the
bacteria move with Brownian motion (Figure 2e). Their
F
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Figure 4. Translational and rotational Brownian noise of an individual diﬀusive bacterium. (a) MSD of the bacterium, circles, with a linear ﬁt, black
line. Top inset: trajectory of the bacterium for 30 s. Short red lines indicate the orientation of the bacterium at every 0.25 s. Bottom inset: Diﬀusion
coeﬃcients of eMSD of the diﬀusive population over 3 h. (b) Bounded MSAD, red circles, with ﬁt to eq 1, red line. Inset: example image of the
diﬀusive bacterium with labeled body orientation.

Figure 5. Rotational behavior of an individual pirouette bacterium. (a) Directional autocorrelation function AD calculated from a 6 s segment of the
trajectory with oscillation period of τosc = 0.18 s with ﬁt to eq 4. Inset: trajectory for 30 s colored by its speed, with the black line revealing the high
curvature of its path and an example of its spherical shape image. (b) MSD of the path, black circles, ﬁtted to eq 6, black line, and MSD of the
center of the rotation, red circles, with a linear ﬁt, red line. The black dashed lines indicate the subdiﬀusive plateau 2Rc2 and the decorrelation time
τc of the “self-caging” behavior. (c) Details of pirouette motion at six selected consecutive frames from the trajectory shown in (a). Location of the
centroid: black circles, and its trajectory, black line; gray ellipsoids: 2D projection of the cell body and its center of rotation, red crosses. (d)
Schematic illustration of the mechanisms of pirouette motion. The cell body is trapped in a weakly tilted state, and the ﬂagellum is aligned normal
to the interface. The distance between the axis of ﬂagellum and the centroid of the cell body deﬁnes Rc.

eMSD is linear in lag time, with thermal diﬀusivity DT = 0.35
μm2/s, similar to an inert 1.5 μm diameter passive colloid
trapped at the hexadecane−water interface. These bacteria are
presumably in a sessile, inert state or are trapped in a
conﬁguration that denies the molecular motor access to ions
that fuel its rotation, for example, by immersion of the motor
in the oil phase. A representative trajectory of an individual
Brownian diﬀusive bacterium is studied, inset Figure 4a
(Movie SI_V3 in the Supporting Information). Its MSD, as
plotted in Figure 4a, yields a thermal diﬀusivity DT = 0.3 μm2/s

similar in magnitude to that of the ensemble. The MSAD of
this trajectory has form ⟨Δϕ2(τ)⟩ = 2DRτ + 2εϕ2, where DR
indicates the rotational diﬀusivity of the random process and
εϕ captures the static noise in the measurement of the angle.
Since the measured orientation angle is projected onto a to
single arc of a whole circle (0 ≤ ϕ ≤ π/2), we ﬁtted the
bounded MSAD, ⟨Δϕ2(τ)⟩b, as given in eq 1 (Figure 4b), to
extract the angular diﬀusion coeﬃcient DR = 1.21 rad2/s and
static noise εϕ = 0.317 rad. This noise indicates that we can
measure the orientation to within 20° precision.
G
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average active rotational velocity and τosc = 0.18 s. At long
times, diﬀusion of the center of rotation dominates the active
solid body rotation, and the MSD becomes diﬀusive with the
eﬀective diﬀusion coeﬃcient of D = 0.44 μm2/s similar to the
thermal diﬀusivity and identical to the diﬀusion of the center of
rotation. Therefore, the plateau lifetime is limited by thermal
diﬀusion. The self-caging ends when thermal displacements are
similar to the radii of the circular paths, that is, 2DTτc ∼ R c ,
where the decorrelation time can be estimated as τc ∼ 0.30 s.
The ensemble MSD of pirouette motion, Figure 2g, shows
similar behavior to the MSD of the single trajectory, with the
three signature regimes with increasing lag time; superdiﬀusive,
self-caging plateau with the average square distance 2Rc2 ∼ 1
μm2 that decorrelates with a decorrelation time of 1 s. At long
lag times, the diﬀusive regime superposes with the MSD of the
Brownian diﬀusive path, consistent with the translation of
pirouettes being determined by thermal ﬂuctuations.
As shown schematically in Figure 5d, we infer a nearly
perpendicular alignment of an active bacterium with respect to
the interface. The cell body is adhered to the interface, as a
bacterium adhered by its ﬂagellum would allow paths with
greater radii of curvature. Related conﬁgurations and motions
have been reported for the multiﬂagellated bacterium at air−
water interfaces.118 This inferred alignment is consistent with
the purely diﬀusive translational motion and the nearly circular
shape (inset to Figure 5a) of the cell body projected into the
plane of the interface which has an aspect ratio of
approximately γ = 1.1. The persistence of the pirouette
motion and the roughly circular cross section of the cell body
suggest that the contact line where the ﬂuid interface intersects
the cell body is pinned preventing changes from this nearly
vertical trapped state. A pinned contact line would allow the
cell body to rotate about the z axis, but it would preclude
rotation around an axis in the x−y plane. This suggests that the
energetics of contact line pinning are far greater than the
torques exerted by the cell body around an axis in the x−y
plane.
In this limit, we consider a force balance on a bacterium with
a cell body and ﬂagellum oriented perpendicular to the
interface. In this conﬁguration, the propulsive thrust force FP ∼
10−13 N in the z direction is counterbalanced by the surface
tension forces. In the limit of small Ca, as applies here, the
bacterium does not distort the interface via viscous stresses.
Contact line pinning and small Ca also preclude the bacterium
from moving in the z direction through the interface.
Furthermore, the vertical alignment precludes translation in
the x−y plane, as there is no thrust in this plane to drive
motion. A torque balance is also instructive. The cell body
rotates about the z axis. The observed rotational behavior of
pirouetting bacteria results from the counter-rotation of cell
body to balance the torque created by ﬂagellar rotation. The
cell body is trapped in a weakly tilted state, and the ﬂagellum is
aligned normal to the interface, as depicted schematically in
Figure 5d. The center of rotation coincides with the ﬂagellum
axis. The distance between this axis and the centroid of the cell
body deﬁnes Rc.
While these pirouette motions are rare, all observed
pirouettes persist over the 60 s observation time. Over these
time spans, there is evidence of switching between CW and
CCW modes. The stability of vertical spinning of monotrichous bacteria near a solid surface has been analyzed
hydrodynamically; elastohydrodynamic coupling between the

These data suggest that both the translational and rotational
behavior of diﬀusive bacteria are solely governed by Brownian
motion. The diﬀusive behavior indicates the noise from
stochastic thermal ﬂuctuations in the system, which can be
used as a baseline to compare with the noise induced by active
motion of the swimmers that experience active randomization
events. Furthermore, these inert bacteria serve as interfacial
probes and conﬁrm that the interface does not restructure to
form elastic ﬁlms over the course of the experiment for time
scales of hours. This is indicated by the weak changes in
diﬀusivity of the Brownian diﬀusive bacteria over the age of the
interface (inset to Figure 4a).
Pirouettes. Rarely, for approximately 5% of the population,
bacteria rotate quickly in nearly ﬁxed positions, like a ballerina
on pointe, motivating the term “pirouette” trajectories. For
these trajectories, the dark gray spot from the projected cell
body in the interface is almost circular rather than elliptical, as
shown in the inset to Figure 5a, indicating near vertical
alignment of the cell body. We follow the trajectory of the
centroid of this spot to deﬁne the path. The centroid moves in
circular paths with a characteristic radius of curvature smaller
than the cell body, as shown in Figure 5a for a representative
trajectory. Movie SI_V4 of this trajectory in the Supporting
Information shows that pirouetting bacteria rotate quickly and
translate slowly; analysis will show that they translate only by
Brownian diﬀusion. We compute the directional autocorrelation function AD from the direction of the instantaneous
velocity along the centroid’s path (Figure 5a). The high
frequency rotational motion of the bacterium is reﬂected in the
rapid oscillation in this function, from which we measure the
oscillation time, τosc or equivalently the angular velocity of Ω =
35 rad/s. From analysis of several paths, we ﬁnd that pirouettes
rotate very rapidly, with angular velocities in the range of 10 ≤
Ω ≤ 100 rad/s. Furthermore, this motion of the centroid is
solid body rotation around the center of rotation (Figure 5c).
The distance between the centroid and the center of rotation
deﬁnes the radius of curvature of the path Rc. We observe that
pirouetting bacteria have path radii of curvature that are very
small, smaller than the length of their bodies, <1 μm with a
median value of 0.46 μm. For this particular trajectory, the
curvature is almost ﬁxed in both pusher and puller modes.
However, analysis of many pirouettes reveals that some have
tighter paths in CCW rotation.
We observe that the center of rotation is moving, as reported
in the inset of Figure 5a. The linearity of the MSD of the
center of rotation as shown in Figure 5b indicates that this
center of rotation moves diﬀusively, with a diﬀusivity 0.44
μm2/s, similar to the thermal diﬀusivity. Thus, the pirouetting
bacteria have no active translational motion but have active
rotational motion with thermal diﬀusion of the center of
rotation.
We also study the MSD of the bacteria’s path, shown in
Figure 5b. The MSD is initially superdiﬀusive. Thereafter, a
subdiﬀusive plateau is evident, a signature of “self-caging”.
These plateau diﬀer from those in MSD of colloidal tracers in,
for example, polymeric networks, where the value of the MSD
at the plateau indicates the length scale of the physical
entrapment of the colloid. Here, the plateau occurs because the
bacterium spins in circles, and so explores a domain smaller
than would be explored by random displacements. The MSD
value for the plateau is deﬁned by the average square distance
between two points randomly and uniformly distributed on a
circle of radius Rc; that is, 2Rc2 = (v̅τosc)2/2π2, where v̅ is the
H
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Figure 6. Translational and rotational behavior of an individual curly trajectory. (a) Directional autocorrelation function AD of CW, black circles,
and CCW, red circles, segments of the trajectory with ﬁts to eq 4. Inset: Trajectory over 30 s span colored by speed where the short black lines
indicate the cell body orientation at every 10 frames. (b) MSD of the bacterial path, black circles, with ﬁt to eq 6, black line. MSD of the center of
the rotation, red circles, with a linear ﬁt, red line. The black dashed line shows the subdiﬀusive plateau 2Rc2 and decorrelation time τc of the
translational “self-caging” behavior. (c) Rotational autocorrelation function AR, red circles, with exponential ﬁt, red line. Inset: Instantaneous
orientation and direction angle of a single trajectory. (d) MSAD, red circles, with red line ﬁtted to eq 8. Inset: Schematic illustration of the
bacterium with curly motion.

The directional autocorrelation function AD, Figure 6a,
shows oscillatory behavior with exponential decaying amplitude, attributed to the curvilinear nature of the trajectories, and
a sharp drop oﬀ between the ﬁrst and second time points,
attributable to passive Brownian diﬀusion. This motivates
ﬁtting these data to the functional form:

hook elasticity and cell rotational motion played a critical role
in this process.126 Our observations at the ﬂuid interface might
spur further research to relate the stability of this conﬁguration
to analysis and simulation of bacteria orientation near ﬂuid
boundaries, and the ﬂexibility of the hook that connects the
cell body to the motors that drive the ﬂagellum.
Curly Paths. Bacteria swim in curly paths more than any
other mode of motion; we see this mode for ∼40% of the
individual bacteria over the ﬁrst hour of the experiment, Figure
2e. These trajectories are quite stable; all curly trajectories
persist over the observation period (60 s) except in the rare
event that they collide with other bacteria and become trapped
in a cluster. The trajectories have wide distributions of speed
(16.76 ± 6.88 μm/s) and curvature (0.33 ± 0.3 μm−1) (see
Figure S3a,b for the probability distribution of speed and
curvature). Segments of both CW and CCW circular paths are
observed in the same trajectory. Based on the torque balance
and drag asymmetry arguments, we assign CW segments to the
pusher mode and CCW segments to the puller mode.
Statistically, bacteria spend a random transit time in each
mode with faster swimming speed and tighter circular path in
puller (CCW) modes. Notably, changes between pusher and
puller modes do not yield perfect reversals in direction; rather,
the bacteria change direction with an angle distributed around
160°, as shown in Figure S 3d. This provides an important
active mechanism for randomizing these trajectories. The
transit times, the duration of “run” or “reverse” behavior, are
distributed similarly, following an exponentially decay with a
characteristic time of 1.1 s (Figure S3c).

ij τ yz
ij −τ yz ij 2πτ yz
zz
= α expjjj− zzz + (1 − α) expjjj zzz cosjjj
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j τc z j τosc zz
k
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AD(τ ) = ⟨n(t + τ ) ·n(t )⟩t

(4)

The ﬁrst term in eq 4 captures the importance of the short lag
time Brownian diﬀusive processes; τdif is the directional
decorrelation time owing to thermal diﬀusion. The second
term reﬂects that the bacterium swims in circles, returning to
its original direction after one period; τosc indicates the
oscillation period. However, this circular swimming decorrelates over τc through active noisy processes, rather than
thermal processes as was the case for the pirouettes. The ﬁtted
value for α is 0.25. The relative weight of the two terms reﬂects
the relative importance of thermal and active motion.
The MSD of an individual curly trajectory is shown in Figure
6b; the MSD shows ballistic motion at early lag times.
Oscillations about a subdiﬀusive plateau are also apparent in
these curvilinear trajectories after a lag time of roughly 2 s. At
long lag times, weak displacements of the center of the
curvilinear motion ends the self-caging, after which the MSD
becomes diﬀusive. The form of the directional autocorrelation
function has implications for the form of the MSD, since the
I
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function: AR(τ) = exp(−τ/τR) and found decorrelation time
τR = 2.13 s, Figure 6c; a likely source of active decorrelation is
the imperfect changes of direction between run and reverse.
This form of the autocorrelation function also has implications
for the mean-squared angular displacement. Assuming stationary rotational speed, the MSAD obeys ⟨Δϕ2(τ)⟩ =
Ω̅ 2∫ τ0 dt′∫ t0′AR(t″) dt″, where Ω̅ indicates the mean angular
velocity; the corresponding functional form for the MSAD is

MSD is related to its velocity autocorrelation function through
the expression ⟨Δr2(τ)⟩ = ∫ τ0 dt′ ∫ t0′ ⟨v(t)·v(t + t″)⟩t dt″. If the
swimming speed is assumed to be stationary and independent
of the direction, the MSD can be estimated:
⟨Δr 2(τ )⟩ = 2v ̅ 2

∫0

τ

dt ′

∫0

t′

AD(t ″) dt ″

(5)

Substituting the expression for eq 4 into the above equation,
the corresponding form for the MSD is
⟨Δr 2(τ )⟩ = 4(DT + DA )τ +

⟨Δϕ2(τ )⟩ = 2DR [τ + τR (e−τ / τR − 1)] + 2εϕ 2
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where the constant term, 2εϕ2, has been added to capture the
static noise. The MSAD for the curly trajectory shows ballistic
behavior over a wide range of lag time (Figure 6d). At short lag
time, the MSAD is nearly constant; this can be attributed to
the noise in the orientation measurement. At very long lag
times, we observe the signature of transition from ballistic to
diﬀusive motion. By ﬁtting eq 8 to the MSAD, we estimated
the rotational decorrelation time to be τR = 2.13 s, the static
noise to be εϕ = 0.366 rad, and the rotational diﬀusion
coeﬃcient to be DR = 54 rad2/s. This rotational diﬀusion
coeﬃcient is 2 orders of magnitude larger than that of
Brownian diﬀusive bacterium, which is approximately 1.2 rad2/
s, and agrees nicely with the expected form for the active
rotational diﬀusion coeﬃcient DR = Ω̅ 2τR/2 based on the
angular velocity Ω̅ = 6.84 rad/s measured from the angular
orientation data and the rotational decorrelation time. Note
that the characteristic rotational decorrelation time τR is similar
in magnitude to the directional decorrelation time τc,
indicating possible hydrodynamic coupling between particle
translation and rotation. To conclude, the preponderance of
bacteria trapped at the ﬂuid interface swim in curly motions
that have active translation, active rotation, and active noise
processes that result in active diﬀusion.
We infer an adsorbed state with the body adhered in an
orientation tilted from the interfacial plane (inset to Figure
6d). The torque generated by the rotation of the ﬂagellum
must be balanced. The parallel component of this torque is
balanced by the capillary torque and the normal component is
balanced by rotational drag on the cell body. Therefore, when
the ﬂagellum is oriented normal to the interface (as in
pirouettes), we observed fast rotation of the cell body. In the
tilted conﬁguration, however, only the normal component
drives the counter rotation of the cell body. The cell body
rotation accompanied by the propulsion force parallel to the
interface leads to a curly motion. The body tilt angle
determines the angle of the ﬂagellum and hence the in-plane
motion. The component of the propulsion force generated by
the rotation of the ﬂagellum parallel to the interface Fp∥ is
balanced by the drag on the cell body, while interfacial
trapping at the interface balances the propulsion force normal
to the interface and prevents out of plane motion. The body
tilt angle also alters the proximity of the ﬂagellum to the
interface. The drag on the parts of the ﬂagellum close to the
interface and the high viscosity oil phase is larger than that on
the parts further from the interface, generating a hydrodynamic
torque that reorients the whole bacteria leading to rotation
around the z axis.
To infer the tilt angle of cell body at interface, we have
characterized the degree of elongation of the dark spot formed
by the cell body in the interfacial plane by calculating its aspect
ratio (length to width). The pirouettes are roughly circular in
cross section with a mean aspect ratio of approximately 1.1 ±

where c = 2πτc/τosc is the ratio of decorrelation time scale
compared to the time to swim in a circle of radius Rc (for
details, see SI5). There are several signature behaviors that are
captured in this expression. This expression has a familiar
linear expression in lag time. This term has two contributions,
Brownian diﬀusivity DT and an active diﬀusion term, allowing
the active diﬀusion coeﬃcient to be recognized as
4DA =

Article

(7)

that captures the importance of Rc as the length scale of the
active processes and τc as the time scale for active noisy
processes. The eﬀective diﬀusivity measured for this curly
trajectory is D = DT + DA = 1.72 μm2/s, an order of magnitude
greater than that for thermal processes. Expanding eq 6 in
powers of τ/τc to quadratic order, the MSD is approximated as
⟨Δr2(τ)⟩ ≈ 4DTτ + v̅2τ2.
Neglecting thermal diﬀusivity, the familiar ballistic regime is
captured. Finally, the plateau in the MSD occurs for τ/τc > 1,
with the prefactor giving the MSD value for the plateau. For
this typical curly trajectory, the swimming direction
decorrelates and becomes diﬀusive with a lag time of τc =
1.92 s and the oscillation time τosc = 0.814 s; thus, c ≫ 1 and
the prefactor to these terms can be approximated as 2Rc2.
Thus, this functional form reveals that the plateau in MSD is
given by the average square distance between two points
randomly and uniformly distributed on a circle of radius Rc.
We also characterize the angular rotation in the interface by
following changes in the angle ϕ, which characterizes the
orientation of the cell body during swimming, as shown in
inset to Figure 6c. Here, we corrected the jumps between
consecutive angles of directions and orientations by adding
multiples of ± π to expand their range to (−∞, ∞) to capture
continuous angular motion. We compare the body orientation
to the swimming direction ϕs of the smoothed trajectories. As
shown in the inset in Figure 6c, these two quantities nearly
superpose, indicating that bacteria are swimming along their
body axis, with intermittent change of swimming directions
due to switches between pusher and puller modes. The angular
rotation is highly deterministic, with linear changes in angle
versus time in segments of run and reverse, indicating a
constant rotational velocity in those segments of the trajectory.
Superposed on this behavior, weak static noise is evident. To
extract from these data rotational diﬀusion coeﬃcients and
characteristic rotational decorrelation times, we ﬁtted the
rotational autocorrelation function AR with exponential
J
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Figure 7. Motility is strongly changed by changes in superphase viscosity. (a) Population ratio of each trajectory type versus viscosity ratio. Curly
motion: black; Brownian diﬀusive: blue; interfacial visitor: red; pirouette: green. Pink indicates fraction of clustered bacteria. Mean curvature (b)
and mean speed (c) of CW and CCW segments of curly trajectories versus viscosity ratio.

■

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We have observed P. aeruginosa PA01, a motile bacterium that
can switch between pusher and puller swimming modes,
interacting with ﬂuid interfaces. Two major bacterial
populations are identiﬁed. Interface-visiting cells interact very
close to the interface but can leave the interfacial region. These
bacteria move ballistically along trajectories that are fully threedimensional. The projected (2D) curvatures of these
trajectories changes with distance from the interface without
an accompanying change in swimming mode of bacteria, that
is, a change between pusher and puller swimming. Their
motion is not consistent with far-ﬁeld analyses of bacteria near
boundaries, which is likely due to their close proximity to the
interface. Interfacially trapped cells do not escape from the
interface. The preponderance of interfacially trapped bacteria
swim with persistent curvilinear paths, in either curly or
pirouette trajectories, that diﬀer signiﬁcantly from motions in
the bulk. Interfacial trapping and dominance of surface tension
over viscous stresses prevents the bacteria from deforming the
ﬂuid interface. We infer that the bacteria have pinned contact
lines that prevent rotation except about the axis normal to the
interface. Further, we infer that bacteria swimming with
pirouette-type trajectories are trapped in near-perpendicular
alignment to the interface. This alignment precludes in-plane
active translation but allows rapid rotation and thermal
diﬀusion of the bacteria cell body, which is consistent with
our observations. We further infer that curly motions result
from bacteria trapping at angles that are oblique or nearly
parallel to the interface. These conﬁgurations would allow inplane active translation and active rotation about axes
perpendicular to the interface. Moreover, switching between
swimming modes and other sources of active noise, contribute
to active diﬀusion observed for curly trajectories.
There are a number of open issues worthy of detailed study
motivated by these observations. It would be interesting to
study in detail to behavior of swimmers adjacent to, but not
adsorbed on, the ﬂuid interface. However, the current system
of PA01 is not suitable for this study. The bacteria PA01
frequently reverse their ﬂagellar rotation, changing from pusher
to puller swimming, and their rotational sense of their
trajectories. This complicates the search for signature
behaviors predicted in the hydrodynamic literature or new
behaviors that have yet to be addressed. For example, a
detailed discussion of the S-curve trajectories traced by some
interfacial visitors will require extensive discussion in terms of
hydrodynamic analysis. We will endeavor to probe this
interesting phenomenon in future work on immersed bacteria

0.05, suggesting a vertical alignment. The aspect ratio of
bacteria with curly motion ranges from 1.1 to 1.9, with mean
value 1.34 ± 0.15. Assuming that this range of aspect ratios
corresponds to nearly vertical to nearly horizontal arrangements, the mean tilt angle can be inferred to be 66°. We
propose that this range of tilt angle results from random
contact line pinning. This pinning traps bacteria in random
conﬁgurations. Thus, a single population of bacteria can
generate a wide range of swimming behaviors.
Pili are known to play important roles in the behavior of
bacteria near solid boundaries.65,127 To probe whether pili play
an important role in our system, we repeated the experiment
for PA01 ΔpilC bacteria, which lack the gene for biosynthesis
of pili. We observed the trajectory types for the bacteria for
wild type and for the depilated bacteria for three experiments.
The results are not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from each other.
Figure S6 shows an image of the interface for the depilated
bacteria trajectories, and population distributions of each
trajectory types. Similar to wild type PA01, the majority of
ΔpilC cells are swimming in curly motion with similar
curvatures and swimming velocities (Figure S6c).
From Free Surfaces to Highly Viscous Adjacent
Fluids. To ascertain the role of the viscosity of the superphase,
we study bacteria motion for diﬀerent superphase ﬂuids to
span viscosity ratios 0 < λ < 300, where λ is deﬁned as the ratio
of superphase viscosity to subphase viscosity. Bacteria are ﬁrst
trapped on the air−water interface before we put the oil on
top. All four types of motion are observed at interfaces for
systems with various viscosity ratios. However, we also observe
a transition from a predominantly active to a predominantly
inert interface, as more bacteria become sessile with increased
oil viscosity (Figure 7a). Analysis of curly motions for bacteria
motion at aqueous−silicone oil interfaces shows that curvature
increases with λ and asymptotes for λ > 50 to a value of ∼0.7
μm−1 (Figure 7b). This curvature value is an order of
magnitude larger than that observed for bacteria swimming
within 10 nm of a solid surface reported by Lauga et al.92
Furthermore, the speed decreases simultaneously and
asymptotes to 10 μm/s (Figure 7c). The low swimming
speed is attributed to the large drag coeﬃcient experienced
from swimming on the interface and from partial immersion of
the oil phase with large oil viscosity. This elevated drag is also
revealed from the orders of magnitude decrease in the thermal
diﬀusivity of the inert bacteria.
K
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at air−water interfaces for a pirouette-like adsorbed state.118 It
would be interesting to evaluate active sheets of bacteria
swimming on ﬂuid interfaces as a means of promoting
transport. Furthermore, complex interfaces are the norm,
including Marangoni eﬀects that could resist active colloid
motion. Proteins or other surface-active macromolecules can
impart surface viscous eﬀects with associated long-ranged
decay of the interfacial ﬂows. These are topics of ongoing
research.

near interfaces using a system of swimmers that cannot reverse
their swim direction.
While bacteria are known to adhere to hydrophobic
interfaces,128−130 the question of how the bacterium attaches
to the interface also remains to be addressed. There is
substantial literature on this issue for inert colloids adjacent to
the interface in systems at rest, which interact energetically
with the interface. Colloidal particles held in laser traps near
interfaces can persist for extended periods of time without
attaching, indicating the presence of the kinetic barriers.131−135
Attachment occurs via a rapid snap-in event,136,137 followed by
rapid oscillations as the energy released by the attachment is
dissipated. This energy is on the order of 107kT for micrometer
scale colloids, where k is Boltzman’s constant and T is the
temperature. The attachment energy includes contributions
from the elimination of ﬂuid−ﬂuid interface and the
satisfaction of wetting conditions on the particle and scales
as the product of interfacial tension and the area of the hole
made by the colloid in the interface.
After attachment, the contact lines on colloids move
extremely slowly from one pinned state to another, with glassy
dynamics, toward equilibrium.131−133 Such detailed studies are
lacking for particles near interfaces that are moving. However,
it is known from emulsiﬁcation studies that ﬂuid motion
promotes particle attachment and that, in general, solid
particles have a high barrier to adsorption and to
desorption.138 We suspect that attachment occurs during the
formation of the air−water interface, which is accompanied by
signiﬁcant motion. Notably, we do not observe attachment or
detachment for any of the trajectories that we study. This may
be because the unadhered, swimming bacteria do not remain
very near the interface long enough to overcome the energy
barriers to attachment. Future studies of the dynamics of
bacteria attachment and a direct measurement of contact line
pinning of bacteria cell bodies would be valuable.
This research also raises important questions about how
ﬂuid interfaces constrain bacterial motion and inﬂuence their
behaviors through hydrodynamic and capillary forces. We infer
that contact line pinning plays an important role in dictating
the trajectories of bacteria, for example, by denying access to
fuel for the Brownian diﬀusive bacteria or constraining the
rotation of the cell body in the case of pirouettes and curly
trajectories. Furthermore, the presence of the interface aﬀects
the ﬂuid ﬂows generated by the bacteria, a focus of ongoing
work.
The role of active noise in generating the elevated diﬀusion
of the curly swimmers leads to eﬀective dispersal in this
system. This dispersal occurred at sparse surface coverages of
bacteria, for which hydrodynamic interactions are relatively
weak. This ﬁnding might inspire research in the design of
synthetic colloidal swimmers with active noisy mechanisms
designed to enhance their dispersal. Finally, there has been
tremendous interest in boundary guidance, for example, by
shaping the diﬀusio-phoretic cloud of products behind
catalytically powered active colloids that accumulate near
solid boundaries. Trapping at ﬂuid interfaces limits bacteria
motion to the interfacial plane, a form of boundary guidance
that could be combined with applied ﬁelds and other driving
mechanisms to dictate active colloid path.
Finally, the mobility of ﬂuid interfaces, in contrast to no-slip
solid interfaces, means that these swimmers set up ﬂows in the
interface which translate to the surrounding ﬂuid. Indeed,
motion in the ﬂuid adjacent to the interface has been reported
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